➤ investment recovery is not depen-

➤ traditional lenders view the PA

➤ reductions in the revenue-based

dent on a “liquidity event” such as
an IPO, but is instead amortized
like an ordinary loan;

debt as equity, thereby allowing
the “investment” to leverage additional debt;

➤ like true equity, the entrepreneur

➤ the basic debt structure of the PA

pays a higher rate of return only if
the business is growing and successful—if not, their cost of funds
is lower;

provides greater loss protection to
the RDIF than common or preferred stock investments;

fee over time can be tied to progressive work force compensation
programs, employee benefit improvements, positive environmental actions or other community/
social goals.

➤ the simplicity of structuring and
➤ though not as patient as true eq-

uity, the entrepreneur can delay
the impact on business cash flow
by accruing a certain number of
Participation Payments;

closing the deal minimizes legal
fees on both sides and

INVESTEE PROFILE: EDDYLINE KAYAKS
Tom and Lisa Derrer started Eddyline Kayaks in their garage 29
years ago. The company is now one of the top sea kayak manufacturers in the industry, developing and producing several quality kayak models and a line of paddles. In addition to Eddyline’s
Burlington, Washington production facility, the company operates
a retail outlet offering instruction, rentals and touring.
Product designer Tom Derrer is a true innovator in the sea kayak
industry. He was among the first to develop a mid-priced kayak
that offers the features and performance of a more expensive
fiberglass boat. Eddyline’s new kayaks, made from an innovative
composite material, filled a long-vacant niche in the sea kayak
market.
Despite its quality product, Eddyline couldn’t obtain a loan to
produce the new boats. Research and development costs had been
high, and the company had incurred significant losses. Cascadia
was able to offer Eddyline a subordinated loan through its Rural
Development Investment Fund. The RDIF’s $100,000 loan enabled
the company to purchase equipment to produce the new kayaks,
and add five employees to an existing staff of twenty—a boon in
rural Skagit County, which has historically been dependant on the
timber industry for jobs.
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The key to the long-term success of
any high-risk investment fund is to
earn sufficient income on successful
investments to compensate for the inevitable losses sustained on those that
fail. Due to the subordinated collateral position of investments made by
Cascadia’s RDIF, most losses we ex-

SOVEREIGN LENDING:
BRINGING HOUSING TO
INDIAN COUNTRY
By Craig Nolte, Community Investment Advisor,
Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco

T

The statistics are chilling. Nearly half
of all homes located in Indian country
are overcrowded and have serious
physical deficiencies and almost a fifth
lack complete plumbing. In addition,
over 30,000 individuals and families
are on waiting lists for rental housing.
It is estimated that over 200,000 housing units are needed immediately to
provide adequate housing in Indian
country.
While it is difficult to generalize the
demographic, economic and social
characteristics of the country’s more
than 550 federally recognized tribes,
it can certainly be concluded that housing remains elusive, if not unattainable. A lack of access to capital has
prevented many tribes from being able
to even dream about homeownership,
making the original Americans, the first
nations, the last people to own a
home.
Compounding the housing crises are
other alarming statistics. The poverty
rate on Indian reservations is about
31% compared to the 19% national
average according to 1990 U.S. Census estimates, and nearly half of the
available workforce is unemployed.
Without jobs, home loan programs are
useless. Without housing opportunities, savings incentives and overall
capital formation are also stifled.
Lack of homeownership has created
a negative ripple effect in reservation
economies, which extend well beyond
housing. For instance, nearly a third

of all home-equity lines of credit in
the U.S. are taken out for business
purposes. Without home ownership,
many people living on reservations
don’t have access to an affordable
source of capital.
Even those fortunate enough to own
real estate struggle to sell or refinance
their properties in weak real estate
markets on tribal lands. The complexities of the real estate market are compounded by a lack of competing mortgage lenders. Sadly, only a scant number of lenders offer the HUD 184 loan
guarantee program, and many tribes
have not adopted the HUD rules to
allow their members access to the program. In the Pacific Northwest states of
Washington, Oregon and Idaho, only
15 lenders offer these loan products,
despite a 100% guarantee provision.
Without access to the traditional
mortgage market, those who seek
homeownership may end up with high
loan interest rates and fees, normally
much higher than those from a traditional mortgage lender, resulting in a
disincentive to purchase a home on
the reservation. Therefore, while the
Native American Housing Assistance
and Self-Determination Act of 1996
(NAHASDA) was designed to produce
locally-valued outcomes and address
the needs of low-income Native American populations, lack of access to capital stymies efforts to leverage
NAHASDA funds for greater impact.
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SOVEREIGN LENDING INITIATIVE
Recognizing the dynamic correlation
between access to credit, homeownership and net worth, the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco (FRBSF)
embarked on an initiative in 1998 to
increase access to credit in Indian
Country. The initiative started with
seven Sovereign Lending workshops
to invite the greater tribal and banking community to share their views on
the barriers and solutions to lending
in Indian Country. Sovereign Lending
task forces were formed out of these
workshops to strategize and develop
solutions. The task forces, which include representatives from different
tribes, financial institutions, government agencies and community-based
organizations, have held meetings at
over 50 Indian reservations throughout the states of Washington, Oregon,
Idaho and Utah. At these meetings,
participants learn about each tribe’s
economic development plans, identify
needed banking products and services,
and collaborate on joint projects.
The task forces identified five primary barriers to lending in Indian
Country, each of which has a significant impact on housing affordability
and finance: (1) tribal lending laws;
(2) remoteness; (3) land status; (4)
communication; and, (5) borrower
characteristics. This article explains
each barrier and possible solutions,
plus elaborates on what task force
members are doing to resolve these
barriers. And while some of these barriers share similarities to other LMI
communities, the combination of them
all is specific to most reservations.

TRIBAL LENDING LAWS
Many Indian tribes do not have laws
that provide guidance to lenders on
how to conduct business on reservations. A lack of guidelines on reservations, such as procedures for evictions
and foreclosures presents an unknown
situation for lenders, which is seen as
a risk. To resolve this barrier, a num-
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ber of tribes on the task force have
used their sovereignty to adopt laws
to promote both real estate and commercial lending. Some have posted
their laws on their web sites for easy
access by lenders and title companies.
The Oregon task force sponsored a
tribal attorney symposium on tribal
law resources with presentations by
Fannie Mae, HUD and local law firms.
The task force symposium and meetings have been most successful as a
catalyst for ongoing meetings and
customized solutions. A good illustration of this is when one lender’s attorney met separately with the
Shoshone-Bannock tribal attorney to
review their tribe’s laws and suggest
recommendations for changes. This
single meeting resulted in two large
loans to the tribe.

REMOTENESS
The remote location of many Indian
reservations presents challenges for
lenders in delivering banking products and services in a practical and
cost-efficient manner. In general,
branch offices require a volume of
both deposits and loans substantial
enough to justify their existence—
more than would likely be possible
on many Indian reservations. This
prerequisite has prompted lenders and
tribes to consider alternative delivery
systems. As the largest employer on
many reservations, several tribes now
offer direct deposit service for their
employees. This allows employees to
begin accruing interest on their funds
immediately, as well as access cash
from ATMs or via point-of-sale service
at local stores without leaving the reservation. ATMs may be located near
the local post offices, medical facilities or tribal offices, where both access and security may be available up
to 24 hours. In one case, Nevada Bank
& Trust is in the process of establishing a full-service branch on the Duck
Valley Reservation that would share
space with a tribal micro-lending

organization, saving tribal members an
80-mile drive to the nearest bank
branch.

LAND STATUS
The issue of land ownership on many
Indian reservations is complex, but not
as daunting as some see it. While many
reservations are made up of a mixture
of fee simple, tribal trust and allotted
land, there are lending products for
all of these ownership structures.
HUD’s 184 loan guarantee program is
designed to be used on trust land,
while a bank’s conventional lending
products can work on fee simple land.
Five task force lenders decided to offer the HUD 184 to help fulfill this
need. In addition, several lenders have
been working on special housing programs with individual tribes, and one
task force is exploring how to improve
access to state housing programs.

COMMUNICATION
Bridging the limited opportunities for
communication between many tribes
and the finance community, which is
the cornerstone of problem solving, is
a primary goal of the task forces. The
task force meetings host different
speakers on available financing resources and help to build stronger relationships between tribes and other
task force members. In one meeting,
two tribes decided to collaborate and
allow one of the tribes to open a credit
union office on the other tribe’s reservation. Several of the task forces have
developed directories of bank and
tribal personnel to contact on financing matters. Another task force established a loan referral center within an
urban Indian walk-in medical clinic.
In addition, the task force meetings
continue to attract participation from
community-based organizations that
have not traditionally provided affordable housing technical assistance to
tribes given the many housing-related
barriers.

been the primary drivers of the incredible urban economic dynamism in the
region. While technology-based businesses might be attracted to the quality of life in rural areas, rural communities cannot offer the high speed,
wide bandwidth telecommunication
services on which many high-tech
businesses depend.
Instead, rural residents must find
ways to create jobs from within. This
entails conceiving of new ways to add
value to the limited resources still on
hand. In areas dependent on the fishing and timber industries, this means
creating value-added timber and fish
products to ensure that profits derived
from the processing of these raw materials will stay in the community. Instead of shipping logs overseas, for
example, rural manufacturers must use
the logs to create marketable finished
products that will double, triple or
even quadruple the revenue earned
from each tree.
Creating an essentially new manufacturing base in a poor community
can be quite a challenge. Entrepreneurs traditionally rely on family,
friends and business partners to provide startup and working capital for
their businesses. This isn’t always possible for business owners in rural communities, where local wealth has been
stretched thin by poverty and unemployment resulting from the demise of
the local primary manufacturers.
In Washington, a number of state
agencies and private nonprofit organizations, including Seattle based
Cascadia Revolving Fund, offer loans
to small rural businesses that cannot
secure bank financing for all of their
needs. But, like a bank, most of these
sources of capital require collateral as
a secondary source of repayment in
case of default. Cascadia’s experience
in working with rural businesses has
demonstrated that entrepreneurs in eco-

“

. . . rural poverty and
unemployment persist,
despite unprecedented
economic growth . . .

”

nomically distressed communities frequently need unsecured risk capital.
On a balance sheet, risk capital most
frequently takes the form of owner’s
equity—or the money the business
principals invest as permanent capital
in exchange for stock in, or ownership of, the business. These funds are
generally used to build an asset base
that is then borrowed against through
a bank or other lender to provide the
company with more capital. Without
sufficient equity, a business will have
difficulty borrowing additional capital
from a bank.

DEVELOPING THE INSTRUMENT
Cascadia spent four years testing the
feasibility of creating a fund for making equity investments in rural northwest businesses resulting in the Rural
Development Investment Fund (RDIF).
During this initial pilot phase, the RDIF
was capitalized by foundation grants
and program-related investments as
well as grants from state and federal
agencies involved in rural economic
development.
Cascadia originally thought to model
the RDIF on the venture capital industry, in which professionally managed
funds purchase a percentage of the
ownership of young companies that
have the potential to dramatically increase in value. The key to this model
is the exit strategy. Venture funds anticipate that their ownership interests
(stock) will become liquid (sold and
converted back into cash) when these

new companies successfully offer their
shares for sale to the public. The ability to make an initial public offering
(IPO) depends on the company’s management team and technology, and the
team’s ability to apply that technology
to meet the needs of a large market.
The more Cascadia studied this type
of investment strategy, the clearer it
became that this model would not
work well for the rural economies of
the Northwest. While many companies
would welcome the access to patient
venture capital, the exit strategy for
Cascadia was not clear. Most existing
businesses in these communities are
simply not likely IPO candidates.
Given this reality, Cascadia structured
a financial instrument that balances the
company’s need for equity-like capital with Cascadia’s need for a relatively
straightforward exit. The resulting
product is called a Participation Agreement (PA)—a deeply subordinated,
long-term, low-interest loan, coupled
with a revenue-based fee called a
Participation Payment. The loan is
amortized over an extended period at
a low rate, resulting in very reasonable monthly loan payments. The company may choose to accrue a designated number of Participation Payments, thereby deferring the impact
on the business’ cash flow until the
proceeds of the loan have been invested and the company’s sales, profitability and cash flow have improved.
Given the characteristics of the target
market for the RDIF, there are several
advantages to this product over a standard equity investment:
➤ the touchy issues surrounding the

purchase of a piece of an entrepreneur’s company, and the valuation of that company, are avoided;
➤ the PA provides a source of cur-

rent cash flow to cover operating
costs for Cascadia—a very important consideration for a relatively
small fund;
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As we enter a new millennium, the
nation continues to ride the wave of
economic growth that brought the
twentieth century to a close. But while
national unemployment levels are undeniably low, many hard-working
Americans still lack jobs that pay
enough to support a family. The national economic boom has been unprecedented in length, but its effects
have not spread out evenly across all
our communities. Many local economies have actually experienced a decline in jobs and median incomes.
Rural communities, particularly in
the Pacific Northwest, have generally
not enjoyed the same levels of prosperity as urban and suburban centers.
In Washington state, rural poverty and
unemployment persist, despite unprecedented economic growth in the Puget
Sound region. A 1998 study by the
Corporation for Enterprise Development found the state of Washington
to have the second highest urban/rural income disparity in the nation.
The situation is similar in rural communities throughout the country. Rural areas simply do not have enough
well-paying jobs to go around. In
Washington and Oregon, rural communities have historically been dependent on primary resource extraction
industries: agriculture, forest products
and fishing. All three industries are in
precipitous decline. Many family farms
have succumbed to the falling prices
in foreign export markets that have
resulted from the globalization of commodity food markets. Remaining farmers have been pummeled by several
recent years of unusually harsh
weather conditions that have greatly
diminished harvest volumes.
Communities dependent on the timber and fishing industries have also
been hard-hit—facing restrictive environmental regulations and dwindling
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BORROWER CHARACTERISTICS

CASCADIA’S

RURAL DEVELOPMENT
FUND BRINGS INVESTMENT INTO
RURAL COMMUNITIES
By David Kleiber, Loan Officer, Cascadia

resources. The decline in the volume
of timber harvested from national forest lands has resulted in the closure
of dozens of sawmills in the rural
Northwest—mills that historically offered the best paying jobs in town.
The recent closure of the coastal
ground fishery, coupled with the listing of local salmon runs as endangered, has all but eliminated the once
viable regional fishing industry.
Many Northwest rural communities
have tried to compensate for this rapid
and continuing job loss by developing alternative sources of revenue and
job growth. Some have successfully
transitioned to a tourism-based

economy. While this strategy may keep
a community alive, it doesn’t provide
the same level of economic prosperity. Tourism and service industry jobs
do not compare in terms of wages and
benefits to the manufacturing jobs that
were lost.

THE CHALLENGES OF JOB CREATION
Rural communities face several obstacles in the struggle to maintain a
viable economic base and create quality family-wage jobs. In the rural Pacific Northwest, most communities lack
the technical infrastructure to attract
the computer, information processing
and biotechnology industries that have

Widespread unemployment, non-traditional forms of income, lack of assets and low education levels all contribute to a challenging lending environment in Indian country. To help
address these issues, task force members launched financial literacy programs by partnering with several organizations including the State of
Washington’s Junior Achievement program, the Oregon Bankers Association’s Personal Economics Program
and the Idaho Financial Literacy Council, to offer their “bank-at-school” programs in tribal schools. In addition,
banks began accepting alternative
forms of income verification such as
“fish tickets” and held first-time
homebuyer seminars. Finally, two task
forces are encouraging their respective state legislatures to adopt legislation to allow residents access to Individual Development Accounts (IDAs),
a savings account designed to help
people save for their first home, education or to start a new business.

CONCLUSION
The lack of access to capital on Indian reservations has caused an overcrowding of existing households, an
exodus of potential homeowners and
a ripple effect on the tribal and neighboring economies. Statistics or even
words cannot truly describe the immense personal hardship on generations of Native Americans as they wait
for the opportunity to become
homeowners.
We can make housing happen in Indian Country. Although the Sovereign
Lending task forces have helped speed
resolution of lending barriers on tribal
lands, there is no better substitute than
prompt action by financial institutions,
tribes and others roused by the chilling statistics and motivated by the
many opportunities to take action. CI

A CHECKLIST FOR RESERVATION LENDING
➤ Give tribal members options for

home financing such as both government-insured products and
conventional products.
➤ Research the type of affordable

housing organizations available off
the reservation and encourage
them to work with tribal members.
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➤ Explore alternative retail delivery
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systems for banking services when
branch offices are not feasible.

with the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco.
As part of the Community Affairs department,
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financial institutions on community investment
opportunities. Mr. Nolte is very active in Native
American lending issues on both local and national levels. Currently he facilitates seven “Sovereign Lending” task forces in the four northwestern states of Washington, Oregon, Idaho
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➤ Arrange a meeting between the

tribal and bank attorneys to review
and suggest changes where appropriate in the tribe’s laws.
➤ Poll tribal members on needed

banking products and services, and
arrange a meeting between the
bank CRA officer and an appropriate tribal representative to review the survey results.
➤ Consider developing a task force

similar to the northwest task forces
for area tribes in other geographies.
➤ Offer financial literacy programs

Prior to joining the Federal Reserve, Mr. Nolte
served as a Compliance Examiner with the Office of Thrift Supervision. In that role, Mr. Nolte
evaluated thrift institutions’ compliance with
various consumer and compliance laws and
regulations, including the Community Reinvestment Act. Mr. Nolte holds a master of business
administration. from City University in Seattle,
and a bachelor of arts degree in finance from
Seattle Pacific University.

for K–12 tribal children, and first
time homebuyer and personal financial management seminars for
other tribal members.
➤ Ensure that HUD’s 184 Loan Guar-

antee Program is readily available
and that all tribal members have
access.
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